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AbstractDe�ne the following problem to be the futile questioning problem of propositional logic. Theinput consists of two propositional logic formulas S and T . Some variables of S are declared tobe question variables. One either must assign True/False values to the question variables of Ssuch that T becomes a theorem of the modi�ed S, or must conclude that no such assignment ofTrue/False values is possible. The futile questioning problem as well as a generalization involvinglogic minimization are readily shown to be di�cult in general. We describe e�cient solutionalgorithms for large subclasses of these problems and discuss example applications involvingexpert systems.





3.1. IntroductionSuppose an expert system whose knowledge base is encoded by a propositional logic formulaS does not have su�cient data to prove a certain conclusion encoded by a propositional logicformula T . The expert system may decide to query the user for additional information, and mayor may not succeed in establishing the conclusion T once that information has been obtained.One can predict the latter, negative, outcome if the conclusion cannot be proved regardless howthe user answers the queries. In that case, we say that questioning is futile. We call the task ofdetecting futile questioning the futile questioning problem. Speci�cally, that problem demandsthat either one declares questioning to be futile or one computes answers to the questions thatwould allow the conclusion T to be proved.The questions are represented by some of the variables of S. Thus, the answers are alwaysTrue/False values for these question variables. We only consider True/False answers that a usermay reasonably supply. We assume that such answers are characterized by the condition thatthey be part of some satisfying solution for S. We call such answers S-feasible.In a slight abuse of language, we say in the case of futile questioning that proving T is futile or,shorter, that T is futile. With that terminology, we can rephrase the futile questioning problem.Given formula S, speci�ed question variables, and conclusion T , one must decide if T is futile.If T is not futile, one must determine S-feasible answers for the questions for which T can beproved to be a theorem of S.In this paper, we develop methods for solving the futile questioning problem when S is aformula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) and T is a CNF clause. Thus, S is a conjunctionof clauses, each of which is a disjunction of possibly negated propositional variables, and T isone disjunction of such variables. That case is of signi�cant interest since the knowledge basesand conclusions of many expert systems can be compactly encoded by CNF formulas and CNFclauses, respectively. Furthermore, the case of general S and T can be reduced in linear time toone with CNF formula S0 and CNF clause T 0, as follows. First, using the well-known techniquerelying on additional variables, one converts S (resp. :T ) in linear time to an equivalent CNFformula G (resp. H). Second, one de�nes a new variable t and adds it to each clause of H. LetH 0 be the CNF formula so obtained from H. Finally, one de�nes S0 = GH 0 and T 0 = t anddeclares the question variables of S to be the question variables of S0. Validity of the conversionis easily veri�ed.In principle, each instance of the futile questioning problem considered here may be handled byenumerating all possible cases of S-feasible answers and solving for each case an instance of thesatis�ability problem SAT of propositional logic. For this reason, we call the futile questioningproblem considered here FUTILE SAT.A generalization of FUTILE SAT involves that data of FUTILE SAT plus two rational costsfor each nonquestion variable. One of the costs applies if the variable takes on the value True,while the other cost applies for the case of False. One must compute S-feasible answers for thequestion variables that prove T to be not futile or that, if this case does not apply, force thetotal cost of a satisfying solution of S:T that minimizes that total, to be as large as possible. Inprinciple, the problem may be handled by enumerating all possible cases of S-feasible answersand solving for each case an instance of the logic minimization problemMINSAT of propositionallogic, where one must prove unsatis�ability or provide a satisfying solution whose total cost, asdetermined by the costs associated with the True/False values, is minimum.Real-world applications of FUTILE SAT and FUTILEMINSAT abound. For example, if futilequestioning can be detected in a diagnostic expert system, then fruitless lines of questioning canbe cut short. We discuss this case and others in detail in Section 7.



4. We show that FUTILE SAT and FUTILE MINSAT are di�cult. Stockmeyer [1976] as wellas Wrathall [1976] contain results for the polynomial-time hierarchy that directly prove thefollowing problem to be �p2 complete. Instance: A propositional logic formula g(V;W ) whereV and W are disjoint sets of variables. Question: Is it true that there exist True/False valuesfor the variables of V such that, for all True/False values of the variables of W , the functiong(V;W ) has value False?An instance g(V;W ) can be reduced to an instance of FUTILE SAT as follows. First, using anew variable t, one de�nes S = g(V;W )_ t, lets V be the set of question variables, and declaresT = t. Second, one uses the earlier described method to convert this instance of the futilequestioning problem to one of FUTILE SAT, say, with CNF formula S0 and CNF clause T 0. Itis easy to check that \Is T 0 not futile?" and the question posed by the instance g(V;W ) of theoriginal problem have the same answer.The converse reduction is just as easy. Let S and T with set V of question variables andset W of nonquestion variables be given. We write S and T as S(V;W ) and T (V;W ), respec-tively, to emphasize the variables. Then the desired function is g(V [ Z;W ) = [:S(V;Z)] _[S(V;W ):T (V;W )]. Validity of the reduction is readily con�rmed.We conclude that answering \Is T not futile?" is a �p2 complete problem, and that the moregeneral logic minimization version is at least as hard. Accordingly, we are justi�ed to con�neourselves to subclasses of FUTILE SAT and FUTILE MINSAT. The subclasses considered hereare motivated by real-world applications. The methods proposed for the subclasses are computa-tionally e�ective and thus practically useful. The subclasses are de�ned via two decompositionsof the given CNF formula S.The �rst decomposition assumes that, roughly speaking, the number of ways in which S-feasible answers for the question variables can inuence the values of the remaining variablesis bounded. We call that decomposition exact-linear since it is a special case of a logic decom-position called linear in Truemper [1998] and since it involves certain satis�ability subproblemswhere some clauses must not be satis�ed.The second decomposition is in some sense the opposite of a logic decomposition called mono-tone in the cited reference. For that reason, the decomposition considered here is called anti-monotone.The two decompositions described in this paper are compatible with, and thus may be com-bined with, logic decompositions described in Truemper [1998]. As a result, the large polyno-mially solvable classes established in that reference for the satis�ability and logic minimizationproblems are readily modi�ed to produce still-large polynomially solvable classes for FUTILESAT and FUTILE MINSAT.The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes prior work. Section 3 introduces de�ni-tions and notation. Section 4 de�nes the exact linear decomposition and provides a solutionalgorithm based on that decomposition. Section 5 introduces the antimonotone decompositionand describes a related solution algorithm. Section 6 covers an extension of the antimonotonedecomposition. Section 7 discusses several example applications. The �nal section, 8, containsthe references.



5.2. Prior WorkFUTILE SAT is de�ned in Straach and Truemper [1998a, 1998b]. These references use thefollowing simple su�cient test for showing futility of T . Delete from S all question variables, andtest the reduced CNF formula with :T enforced for satis�ability. If that formula is satis�able,then T is futile.Binary decision diagrams (BDDs) are powerful tools for solving di�cult questions of proposi-tional logic. The seminal paper is Bryant [1986], where a graph encoding of propositional logicis developed and proved to be optimal in a certain sense; see also Bryant [1992]. Subsequently,numerous re�nements and extensions were developed; see, for example, the survey paper byBryant [1995]. BDDs can solve FUTILE SAT since they can handle quanti�cation of proposi-tional variables. The process works well if S is small. It is not clear how e�ective BDDs wouldbe for large instances|in particular, for the instances of the subclasses considered in this paper,where size is unbounded.3. De�nitions and NotationThe methods of the subsequent sections utilize a number of results of Truemper [1998] thatare most easily described using the operations and notation of that reference. In this section,we review those operations and the related notation.Let S be a CNF formula, say with variables v1, v2; : : : , vn. An example is the formulacomposed of the clauses v1 _ v3:v1 _ v2 _ :v3:v1 _ :v2 (3:1)A well-known matrix representation of S, say by a matrix B, assigns to each variable (resp.clause) of S one row (resp. column) of B. The entry of B in column j and row i is 1 if thevariable vj occurs in clause i, it is �1 if vj occurs negated in clause i, and it is 0 otherwise.Here we assume that both vj and :vj do not occur in a clause since any such clause would betrivially satis�ed and could be eliminated.As an example, the matrix B for (3.1) isB = 0@ v1 v2 v31 0 1�1 1 �1�1 �1 01A (3:2)For our purposes, the entries 0, 1 and �1 of B have no numeric interpretation.We utilize three binary operations �, �, and 	 called IB-multiplication, IB-addition, andIB-subtraction. They are de�ned as follows.For �; � 2 f0;�1g, IB-multiplication is de�ned by�� � = n 1 if � = � = 1 or � = � = �10 otherwise (3:3)IB-addition and IB-subtraction are de�ned only for f0; 1g elements. For �; � 2 f0; 1g, IB-additionis given by �� � = n 1 if � = 1 or � = 10 otherwise (3:4)



6.For �; � 2 f0; 1g, IB-subtraction is speci�ed by�	 � = n 1 if � = 1 and � = 00 otherwise (3:5)IB-multiplication may be interpreted as an extension of the Boolean \if and only if" when a +1of � or � is interpreted as True, if a �1 is interpreted as False, and if a resulting 1 is viewed asTrue and a resulting 0 as False.IB-addition may be interpreted as the inclusive \or" if a 1 is viewed as True and a 0 as False.Furthermore, IB-subtraction may be viewed as a sort of inverse operation of the inclusive \or."The above operations are extended to matrices analogously to the case of integer matrixmultiplication, addition, and subtraction. In particular, for f0;�1g matrices A and B of ap-propriate size, C = A � B is de�ned to be the f0; 1g matrix whose elements Cij are given byCij =Lk(Aik �Bkj).Both G. W. Leibniz (1646{1716) and G. Boole (1815{1864) made use of a subtraction oper-ation as inverse of the exclusive \or." For details, see Newman (1956) and Kneale and Kneale(1984). That subtraction operation does not lead to many interesting results for logic equations.Presumably for that reason, the subtraction operation was later abandoned. However, in con-nection with inequalities rather than equations, the subtraction operation de�ned here as a sortof inverse of the inclusive \or" is useful. Indeed, if one de�nes 1 > 0, one can establish severalinteresting inequalities involving f0; 1g vectors a, b, c, and d and the operations � and 	; seeTruemper (1998). In this paper, we make use ofa� b � c if and only if a � c	 b (3.6)a � b and c � d imply a� c � b� d and a	 d � b	 c (3.7)Satis�ability of S translates to existence of a solution for a certain inequality system involvingB. That is, S is satis�able if and only if there exists a f�1g vector s such that B� s � 1, where1 is a vector of appropriate size containing only 1s. A value of 1 (resp. �1) for the element sj ofa solution vector s corresponds to assigning the value True (resp. False) to the related variableof S.Since each entry of the vector B � s is 0 or 1, requiring B � s � 1 is the same as demandingB � s = 1. That fact no longer holds when one replaces the right-hand-side vector 1 by anarbitrary f0; 1g vector, as we shall do shortly.One could allow s of a solution for B� s � 1 to be a f0;�1g vector instead of a f�1g vector.The value 0 for sj would mean that the related variable of S could be deleted while satis�abilityof S was maintained. Unless stated otherwise, we do not allow for that case and thus assumegenerally that s is a f�1g vector.There are several variations of the satis�ability problem that are readily handled by ournotation. If satis�ability of a subset of the clauses of S is to be checked, one replaces in theright-hand-side vector 1 of B � s � 1 all 1s corresponding to clauses that need not be satis�edby 0s, thus getting for some f0; 1g vector b an inequality system B � s � b. Instead of thatinequality, one may also consider the equation B � s = b. It depicts that the clauses i withbi = 1 (resp. bi = 0) must (resp. must not) to be satis�ed. It is easily checked that solvingB�s = b is the same as solving B�s � b with the added restriction that, for any row i and anycolumn j with Bij = 1 (resp. Bij = �1) and bi = 0, the vector s must observe sj = �1 (resp.sj = 1). Let J+ (resp. J�) be the index sets of the j for which sj = 1 (resp. sj = �1) must beenforced due to the rows i with bi = 0. If J+ \ J� is nonempty, the restrictions imposed on sare contradictory, and B � s = b has no solution. If J+ \ J� is empty, one solves B � s = b by



7.solving the SAT instance B � s � b while demanding sj = 1, j 2 J+, and sj = �1, j 2 J�. Wecall the problem of solving B � s = b the exact satis�ability problem EXACT SAT. A similarreduction to SAT applies if just a subset of the inequalities of B�s � b is replaced by equations.We refer to that more general situation as the SAT/EXACT SAT problem.Let T be a single CNF clause and thus a disjunction of possibly negated variables. The clauseT is a theorem of S if S^:T is unsatis�able. Since :T is a conjunction, enforcing :T amounts to�xing some variables of S to certain True/False values. Suppose S is speci�ed by the inequalityB � s � b or the equation B � s = b. Then the �xing of a variable of S to True (resp. False) isequivalent to demanding sj = 1 (resp. sj = �1). In the case of B � s = b, the condition sj = 1or sj = �1 may be in conict with one of the earlier cited conditions involving J+ or J�. Ifthat is so, T is trivially a theorem.The above de�nitions and results have a straightforward extension to the logic minimizationproblem MINSAT. There, each variable vj of the given CNF formula S is assigned a rationalcost c+j for the value True and a second rational cost c�j for the value False. One must determinea satisfying solution that minimizes the total cost produced by that solution or must show S tobe unsatis�able. Equivalently, one is to �nd a f�1g solution vector s that satis�es B � s � 1and that, subject to that condition, minimizesPj3sj=1 c+j +Pj3sj=�1 c�j , or must declare thatB� s � 1 has no solution. One could also de�ne an exact satis�ability version of MINSAT, butwe have no need for that problem here.When we introduce into a matrix E a horizontal (resp. vertical) partition that creates twosubmatrices F and G, then we write E = [F=G] (resp. E = [F jG]). A special case of horizontalpartition is the partition of a column vector e into subvectors f and g. Accordingly, we writee = [f=g].We are prepared to discuss the exact-linear decomposition and a related solution algorithmfor FUTILE SAT and FUTILE MINSAT.4. Exact-Linear DecompositionLet B be the matrix representing a CNF formula S, say, with row index set X for the clausesand column index set Y for the variables. Let Y1 � Y be the index set of the question variablesof S, and de�ne Y2 = Y � Y1. Let X1 � X index the clauses of S that do not contain anynonquestion variables, and de�ne X2 = X �X1. When we partition B according to X1, X2 andY1, Y2, we get
X1

B =

Y1

A1

DX2

Y2

A2

0 (4.1)Matrix B for exact-linear decompositionIn terms of S, the submatrix A1 represents the clauses of S that specify only question variables.The submatrix [DjA2] represents the clauses containing nonquestion variables plus possiblyquestion variables; the submatrix D speci�es the question variables, while A2 speci�es thenonquestion variables.We decompose B into two matrices B1 and B2 given byB1 = [A1=D] B2 = [DjA2] (4:2)



8.and call these matrices the components of the exact-linear decomposition of B. We also refer toB as the exact-linear sum of the components.We want to capture the behavior of D when it is IB-multiplied by all possible f�1g vectors.To this end, we use the following de�nition of subrange given in Truemper [1998] for a f0;�1gmatrix A. subrange(A) = fb j b = A� s; sj 2 f�1g; 8 jg (4:3)The cited reference contains several bounds for the cardinality of subrange(A). We use thebound that for current purposes seems most useful. Let the BG-rank of a f0;�1g matrix A bethe rank of the matrix when the �1s are replaced by reals that are algebraically independent overthe rationals. According to Edmonds [1967], the BG-rank can be computed as follows, wherewe assume that A has row index set X and column index set Y . Create a bipartite undirectedgraph G where X is the node set on one side and where Y is the node set on the other side.Connect node x 2 X with node y 2 Y by an undirected edge if the entry Axy is nonzero. ThenBG-rank(A) is equal to the size of a maximum cardinality matching of G. Such a matchingcan be e�ciently found by network ow techniques and thus is easily computed; for details,see, for example, Ahuja, Magnanti, and Orlin (1993) or Cook, Cunningham, Pulleyblank, andSchrijver (1998). A byproduct of that way of computing BG-rank(A) is the following result dueto Edmonds [1967].(4.4) Theorem. Any f0;�1g matrix A can be partitioned as
X1

X2 any entry

Y1 Y2

A =
0 (4.5)Partition of matrix Aso that jX2j+ jY1j = BG-rank(A).One may compute subrange(A) as follows. IB-multiply an arbitrarily selected column of Aonce by +1 and a second time by �1, and declare the resulting two f0; 1g vectors to constitutethe members of a set U . Process the remaining columns of A one by one as follows: IB-multiplythe selected column once by +1 and a second time by �1, thus getting two vectors, say a andb; replace each vector c of U by the vectors a� c and b� c.Evidently, each U at hand after the processing of an additional column of A is the subrangeof some column submatrix of A, and the �nal U is equal to subrange(A).Let us call the above scheme Algorithm SUBRANGE. In general, the e�ort of that algorithmcan vary signi�cantly depending on the order in which the columns of A are processed. Butregardless of the sequence, the e�ort can always be uniformly bounded using BG-rank(A), asshown by the next theorem.(4.6) Theorem. For each U computed by Algorithm SUBRANGE, jU j � 2BG-rank(A). Inparticular, jsubrange(A)j � 2BG-rank(A).Proof. Each U is the subrange of some column submatrix of A. Since submatrix taking cannotincrease the BG-rank, it su�ces to show that jsubrange(A)j � 2BG-rank(A), where A is the matrixof (4.5). Apply Algorithm SUBRANGE to that matrix by selecting the columns from right toleft. Suppose the columns indexed by Y2 have been processed. Since in those columns only therows indexed by X2 contain nonzero entries, U contains after processing of the columns of Y2 at



9.most 2jX2j vectors. Hence, when the remaining columns indexed by jY1j have been processed,jU j = jsubrange(A)j � 2jX2j+jY1j. Since jX2j + jY1j = BG-rank(A), the desired conclusionfollows.We also need a restricted version of the subrange set where some elements of the vectors sproducing the vectors b = A � s are �xed to either +1 or �1. If the set of allowed vectorss is, say, N , then we call the resulting subset of subrange the subrange restricted by N . Theupper bound 2BG-rank(A) on jU j remains valid when Algorithm SUBRANGE is expanded in theobvious way to accommodate the restriction imposed by N . In a slight abuse of terminology,we still call the expanded scheme Algorithm SUBRANGE.We are ready to tackle the problem FUTILE SAT. We are given the matrix B of (4.1), whichrepresents S. We partition the f�1g vector s of B � s � 1 into two components p and q,where p (resp. q) is indexed by Y1 (resp. Y2) and corresponds to the question variables (resp.the nonquestion variables). Thus, s = [p=q].The negated conclusion, :T , implies a �xing of some of the variables. We enforce that �xingby demanding p and q to be in appropriately de�ned sets P and Q. For example, if the j-thquestion variable must be �xed to True (resp. False), then among the conditions imposed onmembership of p in P is the requirement pj = 1 (resp. pj = �1).Recall that FUTILE SAT demands that we either show T to be futile or compute S-feasibleanswers for the questions so that S:T is unsatis�able. There are trivial instances of the secondcase that we want to rule out. Suppose an answer of an S-feasible set is opposite to the valueforced by :T . Then we have a case of unsatis�able S:T , and thus T is not futile. In practicalapplications, that case of nonfutility is not of interest, so from now on we require answers toquestions not only to be S-feasible, but also to be consistent with the requirements imposed by:T . We call answers satisfying the latter requirement nontrivial. Throughout, we assume thatthere exists at least one set of nontrivial S-feasible answers.In matrix notation, each set of nontrivial S-feasible answers corresponds to a vector p� 2 Pfor which B � [p�=q] � 1 has a solution. Such a p� establishes T to be not futile if and only ifB � [p�=q] � 1 does not have a solution q 2 Q. We determine whether such p� exists as follows.Using the partition of B given by (4.1), the inequality B � [p=q] � 1 can be rewritten asA1 � p � 1(D � p)� (A2 � q) � 1 (4:7)We break up the inequalities of (4.7) into (4.8) and (4.9) below by introducing a vector d 2subrange(D). That is, A1 � p � 1D � p = d (4:8)and A2 � q � 1	 d (4:9)One may link (4.7) with (4.8) and (4.9) as follows.(4.10) Theorem. A pair (p; q) is a solution of (4:7) if and only if there exists a d 2 subrange(D)such that (4:8) and (4:9) are satis�ed using (p; q) and d.Proof. ): Given (p; q) satisfying (4.7), let d = D � p. Then (4.8) clearly holds. We use (3.6)to deduce from (D� p)� (A2� q) = d� (A2� q) � 1 the inequality A2� q � 1	 d. Thus, (4.9)holds.



10.(: Let (4.8) and (4.9) be satis�ed for some d 2 subrange(D). Then (4.8) implies the �rstinequality of (4.7). To prove the second inequality of (4.7), we use the equation of (4.8) in theinequality of (4.9), apply (3.6), and obtain (D � p)� (A2 � q) � 1.Theorem (4.10) suggests that we determine futility of T by solving (4.8) and (4.9) repeatedly,each time using another d 2 subrange(D). A shortcut allows some d 2 subrange(D) to beskipped. Speci�cally, if d1 � d2, then a solution q for (4.9) with d = d1 is also a solution for(4.9) with d = d2.The above arguments also apply to the FUTILE MINSAT case, except that we solve MINSATversions of (4.9) and search for a case where the minimum total cost is as large as possible.As an aside, let us rewrite (4.9) to the equivalent D�p = d and (D�p)� (A2� q) � 1. Thenwe see that (4.8) and (4.9) involve the component matrices B1 and B2 of (4.2). Hence, we havetransformed a problem involving B into several problems involving the component matrices B1and B2.(4.11) Algorithm SOLVE EXACT-LINEAR SUM FUTILE SAT/MINSAT.Input: CNF formula S and CNF clause T encoded by a matrix B and sets P and Q. The lattersets represent :T . FUTILE MINSAT case: For each nonquestion variable qj , rational costs c+jand c�j .Assumption: A1 � p � 1, p 2 P , has at least one solution. (If this does not hold, T is triviallya theorem of S.)Output: Either: A vector p� 2 P that establishes T to be not futile.Or: FUTILE SAT case: \T is futile." FUTILE MINSAT case: Vectors p� 2 P and q� 2 Qand scalar z� for which the following holds. If the answers are chosen according to p�, then q�provides for the nonquestion variables a solution with minimum total cost, which is z�. Thatminimum total cost is largest given all possible choices for p.Complexity: Polynomial if BG-rank(D) is bounded by a constant and if the SAT/EXACT SATinstances of Step 4 and the applicable SAT and MINSAT instances of Step 5 are polynomiallysolvable.Procedure:1. (Initialization) Determine the exact-linear decomposition of B as given by (4.1). Compute thesubrange restricted by P for the submatrix D of B. Initialize U to that restricted subrange.FUTILE MINSAT case: Initialize z� = �1.2. (Termination test) If U is empty: FUTILE SAT case: Declare T to be futile, and stop.FUTILE MINSAT case: Output p�, q�, and z�, and stop.3. (Select next d) Select a d 2 U with minimum number of 1s.4. (Test for existence of p) Check if A1 � p � 1D � p = dp 2 P (4:12)has a solution. If a solution does not exist, remove d from U , and go to Step 2.5. (Test for nonfutility of T ) Check if A2 � q � 1	 dq 2 Q (4:13)



11.has a solution. If a solution does not exist, output the solution vector most recently obtainedfor (4.12) in Step 4 as a vector p� proving that T is not futile, and stop.Otherwise, remove from U all vectors d0 satisfying d0 � d, and do the following. FUTILESAT case: Go to Step 2. FUTILE MINSAT case: Find a solution q� for (4.13) that minimizestotal cost Pj3qj=1 c+j +Pj3qj=�1 c�j . If that total cost is larger than z�, increase z� to thattotal cost, retain the corresponding solution vector for (4.13) in q�, and retain the solutionvector obtained for (4.12) in the most recent pass through Step 4 in p�. Go to Step 2.Truemper (1998) de�nes large polynomially solvable subclasses for SAT and MINSAT. Ifthe instances encountered in Steps 4 and 5 fall into these classes, then Algorithm (4.11) ispolynomial if BG-rank(D) is bounded by a constant. The reference also describes a compilerthat constructs SAT or MINSAT solution algorithms for the following setting. Given are af0;�1g matrix A and, in the MINSAT case, two rational cost vectors. The compiler constructsa solution algorithm that is valid for all SAT or MINSAT instances created by submatrix takingof A and, if applicable, by corresponding subvector taking of the cost vectors. The compileralso supplies an upper bound on the run-time of the solution algorithm. When the compiler isapplied to the matrix [A1=D] of (4.12) and to A2 of (4.13) plus possibly the cost vectors, thenthe solution algorithms so obtained may be employed in Algorithm (4.11) to handle Steps 4 and5. The upper bounds on run-time for these algorithms can be used to compute an upper boundfor the entire scheme. The latter bound has several uses. For example, it supplies a performanceguarantee for real-time applications.The performance of Algorithm (4.11) crucially depends on BG-rank(D). If that rank is notlarge and if the subproblems of Steps 4 and 5 can be well solved, the performance is good.These conditions are satis�ed in many practical applications. However, there are applicationcases where the subproblems of Steps 4 and 5 can be readily solved, but where BG-rank(D) istoo large for Algorithm (4.11) to be useful. For those situations, the approach described in thenext section or, more likely, its extension given in Section 6 may be appropriate.5. Antimonotone DecompositionIn many practical applications, answers for the question variables are independent inputs intoa logic formula, and the relations among the questions are completely captured by the clausesinvolving question variables only and are not inuenced by the nonquestion variables. Thus, theclauses of S that involve just question variables give a complete characterization of the S-feasibleanswers. We rely on that consideration in this section and the next one.The antimonotone decomposition partitions the matrix B as in (4.1). That is,
X1

B =

Y1

A1

DX2

Y2

A2

0 (5.1)Matrix B for antimonotone decompositionwhere the submatrix A1 represents the clauses involving only question variables, and wherethe submatrix [DjA2] represents the remaining clauses. However, additional requirements areimposed. De�ne a f0;�1g matrix to be nearly negative if each row of the matrix contains at most



12.one +1. The additional conditions are as follows: The submatrix A1 must be nearly negative,and the submatrix D must be nonnegative.In Truemper (1998), a decomposition is described that is identical to the above one exceptthat D is required to be nonpositive. That decomposition is called monotone. Due to the switchfrom nonpositivity of D of the monotone decomposition to nonnegativity demanded here, we callthe decomposition of this section antimonotone. The component matrices of the antimonotonedecomposition are B1 = A1 B2 = [DjA2] (5:2)which also are the components for the monotone decomposition. We also say that B is anantimonotone sum of B1 and B2. The earlier stated assumption about S-feasible answers cannow be phrased as follows.(5.3) Assumption. Each vector p satisfying A1 � p � 1 corresponds to a set of S-feasibleanswers.The requirement that A1 be nearly negative translates to the condition that each one of therelated clauses of S contains at most one nonnegated variable. Thus, those clauses have thewell-known Horn form. Horn clauses induce a certain property that is useful for our purposes.De�ne a f0;�1g vector e to be minimum with respect to +1 for a speci�ed set of f0;�1g vectorsf of the same length as e if, for any f of the given set and any index j, ej = 1 implies fj = 1.We often abbreviate the terminology by omitting reference to the set of vectors f when that setis clear from the context.(5.4) Theorem. (Dowling and Gallier (1984)) If A � s � b with nearly negative A andarbitrary f0; 1g b has a solution, then it has a solution that is minimum with respect to +1 forthe set of solutions.A well-known linear-time solution algorithm for A � s � b with nearly negative A due toItai and Makowsky (1982, 1987) either determines the inequality to have no solution or �nds asolution vector that is minimum with respect to +1 for the set of solutions. We summarize thealgorithm. It recursively �xes sj variables whose values are uniquely determined by some rowi of A with just one nonzero entry and bi = 1, reduces the inequality system accordingly, andeither derives a contradictory situation or cannot continue since each row i of A with bi = 1has at least two nonzero entries. In the former case, A � s � b has no solution. In the lattercase, the algorithm �xes the sj that so far have not received a value to �1; the f�1g vector s sodetermined is a solution that is minimum with respect to +1. Let us call this scheme AlgorithmSOLVE NEARLY NEGATIVE SAT. We use the scheme as a subroutine in the next algorithmfor solving FUTILE SAT or FUTILE MINSAT instances involving B. The algorithm is simpleenough that a few comments added in parentheses supply the proof of validity.(5.5) Algorithm SOLVE ANTIMONOTONE SUM FUTILE SAT/MINSAT.Input: CNF formula S and CNF clause T encoded by a matrix B and sets P and Q. The lattersets represent :T . The matrix B has an antimonotone decomposition. FUTILE MINSAT case:For each nonquestion variable qj , rational costs c+j and c�j .Assumptions: A1 � p � 1, p 2 P has at least one solution. (If this assumption does not hold, Tis trivially a theorem of S.) Also, Assumption (5.3) holds.Output: Either: A vector p� 2 P that establishes T to be not futile.Or: FUTILE SAT case: \T is futile." FUTILE MINSAT case: Vectors p� 2 P and q� 2 Qand scalar z� for which the following holds. If the answers are chosen according to p�, then q�



13.provides for the nonquestion variables a solution with minimum total cost, which is z�. Thatminimum total cost is largest given all possible choices for p.Complexity: Polynomial if the applicable SAT and MINSAT instances of Step 2 are polynomiallysolvable.Procedure:1. Use Algorithm SOLVE NEARLY NEGATIVE SAT to obtain forA1 � p � 1p 2 P (5:6)the solution vector p� that is minimum with respect to +1 for the set of solutions of (5.6).Let d� = D � p�. (By the input assumptions, p� must exist. Since p� is minimum withrespect to +1 and since D is nonnegative, the vector d� is minimum with respect to +1 forthe set of vectors d0 obtained from solutions p0 of (5.6) by d0 = D � p0. Hence, the inequalityA2 � q � 1	 d0, q 2 Q, is hardest to satisfy if d0 = d�. The next step relies on this fact.)2. Check if A2 � q � 1	 d�q 2 Q (5:7)has a solution. If a solution does not exist, output the solution vector obtained for (5.6) inStep 1 as a vector p� proving that T is not futile, and stop.Otherwise: FUTILE SAT case: Declare T to be futile, and stop. FUTILE MINSAT case:Find a solution q� for (5.7) that minimizes total cost Pj3qj=1 c+j +Pj3qj=�1 c�j . Output p�,q�, and minimum total cost z�, and stop.Note that the algorithm does not make full use of Assumption (5.3). Indeed, it su�ces that thesolutions p to (5.6) correspond to S-feasible answers. We can test for that reduced requirementby rede�ning T so that :T imposes just the restrictions of P on p and imposes no restrictionson q. Then the reduced requirement holds if and only the revised T is futile. We may similarlytest if Assumption (5.3) holds. This time, we take T = False . Then :T = True, no restrictionsare imposed on p and q, and T is futile if and only if Assumption (5.3) holds.Just as in the case of the exact-linear decomposition, one may use the large polynomially solv-able subclasses for SAT and MINSAT of Truemper (1998) and the antimonotone decompositionto construct still-large polynomially solvable subclasses of FUTILE SAT and FUTILE MINSAT.One may also use the compiler of that reference analogously to the case of Algorithm (4.11).There is one troublesome aspect, though. Logic formulations of real-world problems tend notto admit the antimonotone decomposition. This is due to the fact that the clauses of applicationsoften are implications of the form \some question variables imply some nonquestion variables."A simple example is v ) w, where v is a question variable and w is a nonquestion variable. InCNF form, that implication becomes :v _w and thus results in a �1 entry in the submatrix Dof B. But there is a process that reduces a matrix without antimonotone decomposition to amatrix that has one. We cover that process next.



14.6. Extension of Antimonotone DecompositionSuppose the matrix of a FUTILE SAT or FUTILE MINSAT instance does not admit anantimonotone decomposition. We apply a two-step process to reduce the given matrix to onewith the desired property.We need an expanded notation. Let ~S be the given CNF system and ~T be the CNF clauseof the FUTILE SAT or FUTILE MINSAT problem. De�ne ~B with column index set ~Y androw index set X to be the matrix representing ~S. We partition ~Y into ~Y1 and Y2 where ~Y1corresponds to the question variables. We partition X into X1 and X2 where X1 correspondsto the clauses that contain just question variables.The two-step process is as follows.First, we remove from ~B some columns y 2 ~Y1. Later, we use enumeration to account for theremoved columns.Second, we scale the retained columns of ~Y1 by suitably selected f�1g factors. The scalingby �1 corresponds to replacing a question variable of ~S by its complement, while scaling by +1has no e�ect.The two steps are so carried out that the reduced matrix has an antimonotone decomposition.The reduction is most e�ective when as few columns of ~Y1 are removed from ~B as possible. Weformulate the selection problem as well as the choice problem of the scaling factors as an integerprogram (IP). For each y 2 ~Y , de�ne two f0; 1g variables w+y and w�y as follows.w+y = n 1 if column y is retained and scaled by +10 otherwisew�y = n 1 if column y is retained and scaled by �10 otherwise (6:1)Evidently, a column y 2 ~Y1 is deleted from ~B if and only if w+y = w�y = 0. We can scale justone way, so we must enforce, for all y 2 ~Y1,w+y + w�y � 1 (6:2)If a column y of D contains a +1 (resp. �1), then scaling that column by �1 (resp. +1) is notallowed. Hence, for each y 2 ~Y1, if there exists an x 2 X2 such that Dxy = +1, thenw�y = 0 (6:3)and if there exists an x 2 X2 such that Dxy = �1, thenw+y = 0 (6:4)The scaling must convert the submatrix of ~B de�ned by the retained columns of ~Y1 and by therow index set X1 to nearly negative form. This is achieved by demanding, for each x 2 X1,Xy3 ~Bxy=1w+y + Xy3 ~Bxy=�1w�y � 1 (6:5)Since the goal is the retention of a maximum number of columns y 2 ~Y1, the objective functionis max Xy w+y + w�y (6:6)



15.The IP given by (6.1){(6.6) is nothing but a version of the following problem (see Chandru andHooker (1992) or Truemper (1998)): Given a f0;�1g matrix, select a column submatrix withmaximum number of columns such that the selected submatrix can be column scaled to becomenearly negative. Let us call the latter problem MAX NEARLY NEGATIVE SUBMATRIX.Since that problem is known to be NP-hard (see the cited references), the problem consideredhere is NP-hard as well.A certain polynomial heuristic method described in Truemper (1998) is very e�ective in �ndinggood if not optimal solutions for the problemMAX NEARLY NEGATIVE SUBMATRIX. Hencethat method can be expected to perform well when applied to the IP (6.1){(6.6). Due to spacelimitations, we skip details of the heuristic method and mention only that it is based on linearprogramming and limited enumeration of certain subcases. Let us call that method HeuristicMAX NEARLY NEGATIVE SUBMATRIX.Suppose we have applied Heuristic MAX NEARLY NEGATIVE SUBMATRIX to a giveninput matrix ~B. Let Z be the subset ~Y1 indexing the deleted columns, and de�ne Y1 = ~Y1 � Z.Declare E to be the column submatrix of ~B indexed by Z. Let F (resp. G) be the row submatrixof E indexed by X1 (resp. X2). Thus, E = [F=G].De�ne B to be the submatrix of the retained and scaled columns. By the derivation, B isof the form (5.1), and its partition provides an antimonotone decomposition. Therefore, thesubmatrix A1 of B is nearly negative, and the submatrix D is nonnegative.As before, we use vectors p and q to represent the question and nonquestion variables asso-ciated with B. In addition, we de�ne a new vector r for the question variables associated withE.Analogously to the partition of ~B into B and E, we need a partitioned representation of thenegated version of the CNF clause ~T . That is, a set R represents the part of : ~T concerning thevector r, while P and Q represent the portions of : ~T concerning p and q, respectively.With this notation, the FUTILE SAT problem for ~B demands the following: Find r 2 R andp 2 P for which there exists a q such that(E � r)� (B � [p=q]) � 1 (6:7)has a solution and such that (6.7) with the added condition p 2 Q has no solution, or concludethat no such r 2 R and p 2 P exist. In the �rst case, ~T is nonfutile, while in the second case itis futile. The FUTILE MINSAT problem is similar, except that in the case of futile ~T one mustproduce r 2 R and p 2 P for which minimum total cost de�ned by q is largest.When we expand the inequality of (6.7) using the submatrices F and G of E as well as thesubmatrices A1, D, and A2 of B, we get (F � r)� (A1 � p) � 1(G� r)� (D � p)� (A2 � q) � 1 (6:8)Assumption (5.3) used earlier for the antimonotone decomposition case becomes the followingstatement.(6.9) Assumption. Every pair (r; p) satisfying (F � r)� (A1 � p) � 1 corresponds to a set of~S-feasible answers.To simplify the description of the solution algorithm, we let the input consist of the matricesE and B representing ~S, the sets R, P , and Q representing : ~T , and, in the FUTILE MINSATcase, the rational cost vectors.



16.Caution: The columns of B indexed by Y1 are derived from ~B of ~S by scaling, so the set Pmust account for that scaling if it is to represent its part of : ~T properly. Similarly, any vectorp� of the output must be scaled for correct interpretation in ~S.We list the solution algorithm and subsequently prove its validity.(6.10) Algorithm SOLVE EXTENDED ANTIMONOTONE SUM FUTILESAT/MINSAT.Input: Matrix E = [F=G] as well as B of (5.1) representing ~S, and sets R, P , and Q representing: ~T . FUTILE MINSAT case: For each nonquestion variable qj , rational costs c+j and c�j .Assumptions: (F � r)� (A1 � p) � 1, r 2 R, p 2 P , has at least one solution. (If this does nothold, ~T is trivially a theorem of ~S.) Also, Assumption (6.9) holds.Output: Either: Vectors r� 2 R and p� 2 P that establish ~T to be not futile.Or: FUTILE SAT case: \ ~T is futile." FUTILE MINSAT case: Vectors r� 2 R, p� 2 P , q� 2 Q,and scalar z� for which the following holds. If the answers are chosen according to r� and p�,then q� provides for the nonquestion variables a solution with minimum total cost, which is z�.That minimum total cost is largest given all possible choices for r and p.Complexity: Polynomial if BG-rank(E) is bounded by a constant and if the applicable SAT andMINSAT instances of Step 5 are polynomially solvable.Procedure:1. (Initialization) Use Algorithm SUBRANGE to compute for E the subrange restricted by R.Let U be that restricted subrange. During the execution of Algorithm SUBRANGE, alsocreate, for each e 2 U , one f�1g vector r(e) 2 R so that e = E � r(e). FUTILE MINSATcase: Initialize z� = �1.2. (Termination Test) If U is empty: FUTILE SAT case: Declare T to be futile, and stop.FUTILE MINSAT case: Output r�, p�, q�, and z�, and stop.3. (Select next e) Select an e = [f=g] of U where f has maximum number of 1s and where,subject to that condition, g has minimum number of 1s.4. (Test for existence of p) Use Algorithm SOLVE NEARLY NEGATIVE SAT to obtain forA1 � p � 1	 fp 2 P (6:11)the solution vector p(f) that is minimumwith respect to +1 for the set of solutions of (6.11), orconclude that (6.11) has no solution. In the latter case, remove from U all vectors e0 = [f 0=g0]where f 0 � f and where g0 is arbitrary, and go to Step 2. In the former case, let d = D�p(f).5. (Test for nonfutility of ~T ) Check ifA2 � q � 1	 (g � d)q 2 Q (6:12)has a solution. If a solution vector does not exist, output r� = r(e) and p� = p(f) as vectorsproving that ~T is not futile, and stop.Otherwise, remove from U all vectors e0 = [f 0=g0] satisfying f 0 � f and g0 � g, and do thefollowing. FUTILE SAT case: Go to Step 2. FUTILE MINSAT case: Find a solution q� for(6.12) that minimizes total cost Pj3qj=1 c+j +Pj3qj=�1 c�j . If that total cost is larger thanz�, increase z� to that total cost, retain the corresponding solution vector for (6.12) in q�,and retain r(e) in r� and p(f) in p�. Go to Step 2.



17.Proof of Validity. We �rst treat the FUTILE SAT case.Suppose the algorithm stops in Step 5. Since e = E � r(e) = [F � r(e)=G� r(e)] = [f=g], wehave f = F � r(e) and g = G� r(e). Also, p(f) satis�es (6.11), so (F � r(e)) � (A1 � p(f)) =f � (A1 � p(f)) � 1, r(e) 2 R, p(f) 2 P . Hence, Assumption (5.9) implies that the pair(r(e); p(f)) represents a set of ~S feasible answers. Due to the termination in Step 5, we knowthat (6.12) with g = G�r(e) and d = D�p(f) has no solution. Thus, ~T is not futile, as desired.Suppose the algorithm stops in Step 2. Then U is empty, and we must show ~T to be futile.Take an arbitrary pair (r0; p0), r0 2 R, p0 2 P , that represents a set of ~S-feasible answers. Letf 0 = F � r0, g0 = G� r0, e0 = [f 0; g0], and d0 = D � p0. We must show that there exists q0 2 Qsuch that A2 � q0 � 1 	 (g0 � d0). The vector e0 was in the original U . At some point, e0 wasremoved from U , say, when e = [f=g] was processed and removed from U at the same time. Thetwo removals took place either in Step 4 or in Step 5. We examine the two cases.Removal of e and e0 from U in Step 4 implies that (6.11) has no solution and that f 0 � f .But we assume that (r0; p0) represents a set of ~S-feasible answers, so p0 2 P andA1 � p0 � 1	 f 0 � 1	 f (6:13)which provides the contradictory conclusion that (6.11) has a solution. Hence, the removal of eand e0 in Step 4 is not possible and must therefore take place in Step 5. The preceding Step 4has produced p(f) that is minimum with respect to +1 for the set of solutions to (6.11). Inparticular, we see from (6.13) that, for any j, p(f)j = 1 implies p0j = 1. Since D is nonnegative,we therefore have d0 = D � p0 � D � p(f) = d. Using the inequality g0 � g of Step 5 and thesolution for (6.12), say, q�, found in that step, we haveA2 � q� � 1	 (g � d) � 1	 (g0 � d0) (6:14)Hence, q0 = q� satis�es A2 � q0 � 1	 (g0 � d0), and ~T has been shown to be futile.The above arguments also prove validity for the FUTILE MINSAT case once we show that,in the case of futile ~T , it su�ces that we consider the vectors e = [f=g] selected in Step 3 toobtain correct r�, p�, q�, and z�. But validity of that selection follows from the above argumentsconcerning r0 and p0. Indeed, by (6.14), these vectors cannot produce a larger minimum costthan the vectors r(e) and p(f).Similarly to the use of Assumption (5.3) in Algorithm (5.5), the above algorithm does notfully require Assumption (6.9). Indeed, it su�ces that the pairs (r(e); p) where e = [f=g] 2 Uand where p is a solution of (6.11) correspond to ~S-feasible answers. Testing for that reducedassumption or for the full Assumption (6.9) is done analogously to the case for Assumption (5.3)and Algorithm (5.5). That is, for the test of the reduced assumption, we rede�ne ~T so that : ~Timposes just the restrictions of R on r and of P on p and imposes no restrictions on q. For thetest of the full Assumption (6.9), we take ~T = False and impose no restrictions on r, p, and q.One may combine the large polynomially solvable subclasses of SAT and MINSAT of Truem-per (1998) with the class de�ned by the extended antimonotone decomposition with boundedBG-rank(E) to construct still-large polynomially solvable subclasses of FUTILE SAT and FU-TILE MINSAT. In contrast to the situation involving the antimonotone decomposition of Sec-tion 5, this time the resulting classes do include many instances arising from real-world appli-cations and thus make the results of this section practically useful.Up to this point, the decompositions of Sections 4 and 5 and of this section were selectedindependently of T or ~T . That approach is appropriate if the upper bound on the solution e�ortis reasonable. However, if that bound is large, one may want to consider the following alternateprocedure.



18.Given T or ~T , one reduces B or ~B by �xing variables according to :T or : ~T and deletingsatis�ed clauses. Let B0 be the matrix derived from B or ~B. One determines a decompositionfor B0 and solves the FUTILE SAT or FUTILE MINSAT instance involving B0 and T 0 = False .If B0 is substantially smaller than B or ~B, an improved bound on the solution e�ort as well asa shorter solution time may be attained. The drawback of the method is the extra computinge�ort for the analysis of B or ~B for each instance of ~T .7. ApplicationsMany expert systems interactively acquire information from the user and make decisions basedon those data. In the terminology of this paper, such systems pose questions that are answeredby the user. For example, a diagnostic system may query the user to establish a diagnosticgoal that the system has selected based on a preliminary analysis. If the goal happens to beunprovable regardless of the answers supplied by the user, then that goal is futile and shouldbe abandoned. The algorithms of the preceding sections can decide whether that situation is athand and thus can cut short fruitless lines of questioning.In other expert systems, information for decision making is not acquired by interaction withthe user, but is obtained by querying other systems. A cost may be explicitly or implicitlyassociated with each query, and one would want to avoid useless queries. Here, too, the case offutile questioning may arise and can be handled with the techniques of this paper.In the two examples, futility of a goal or decision has a somewhat negative connotation. Thatis, one would prefer that futility would not occur and that one could establish the desired goal ordecision. There are examples where the opposite is true and where futility is desirable. Consideran expert system for regulatory compliance. An example is the system for management ofhazardous materials described in Straach and Truemper [1998a, 1998b]. The question variablesdepict the setting or situation to be managed. The clauses embody the applicable regulationsimposed by various agencies. Let the statement T represent the decision that a certain actionis done. If T (resp. :T ) can be shown to be futile, then the regulations cannot force the actionto be done (resp. not to be done) regardless how the questions are answered. Hence, if both Tand :T are futile, then we have the attractive situation where according to the regulations, theaction is optional and can be decided upon using other criteria|for example, cost or availabilityof resources.In another setting of expert systems, only the minimum total cost of a logic minimizationinstance is needed to make a certain decision. If the system can prove that any answers for thecurrently open questions cannot increase minimum total cost beyond a certain value, then thesystem can make the decision right now, without getting answers for those questions.There is yet another setting. This time, an expert system wants to assess how many unde-sirable or dangerous results represented by propositional result variables ti may simultaneouslyapply in a worst-case scenario. Each one of the possible scenarios is speci�ed by a set ofTrue/False values for a subset of the nonresult variables. We declare the nonresult variables ofthat subset to be the question variables.We obtain a worst-case scenario as follows. Let S be the CNF formula describing the relationsbetween the question variables, the ti variables, and, possibly, auxiliary variables. To each ti,we assign a cost of 1 (resp. 0) for the value True (resp. False). We take T to be T = Falseand solve the FUTILE MINSAT instance given by S, T , and the cost values for the ti. If Tis not futile, then the logic formulation of S is in error. So let T be futile. We thus obtainTrue/False values for the question variables such that the minimum total cost is largest. Sincethat minimum cost tells how many ti are forced to have the value True, the True/False valuesfor the question variables give the desired worst-case scenario.
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